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Locally Sourced Ingredients Prepared With Love

Visit Zucchini's Restaurant today for dine-in or take-out service


Contact Us
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Authentic Italian Favorites With a New-American Twist



Find your new favorite dish at Zucchini's Restaurant


At Zucchini's Restaurant, we believe elegant cuisine doesn't have to come with a stuffy atmosphere or a shocking price tag. Our authentic Italian dishes are made from scratch using the finest local ingredients. Enjoy our cozy and welcoming atmosphere for a special date, private event or your regular Friday night out. We accommodate dining parties and groups of all sizes. 

We're currently open for dine-in, take-out and catering services. View our menus online or call for more info or to make a reservation.
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Dine-In

Take a seat inside for a meal you won't forget.


Learn More
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Meal Deals

Order ahead and take your meal to-go.


Learn More
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Catering

Take advantage of our mobile kitchen for quality catering anywhere.


Learn More
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Events

Reserve one of our private rooms for groups of up to 120.


Learn More










                        

Family-Friendly Service Paired With a Cozy and Quaint Atmosphere

Think of us for your next family gathering or event


Contact Us
















                    

Where fine dining feels like home


Zucchini's Restaurant has proven to be a labor of love for our husband and wife owners, Mickey and Lynne Soldato. We owe our success to three defining principles: 


	Quality - every item on our menu is prepared fresh using the finest ingredients
	Consistency- our attentive and highly trained staff guarantee a fantastic meal every time you visit 
	Service- we're dedicated to maintaining a friendly, genial atmosphere, whether we're serving a single guest or an entire wedding party



From mouthwatering veal pomodoro to delicate crème brûlée, every item on our menu is carefully prepared, from our family recipe to your table. Thank you for choosing us! We look forward to serving you.












                    

Come for the Food, Stay for Our Warm Hospitality

All are welcome at our local Italian restaurant


Contact Us
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